Rationale. Recombination suppression in sex chromosomes and mating type loci 27 can lead to degeneration due to reduced selection efficacy and Muller's ratchet effects.
Introduction 1 kb of one another. We only considered windows with a minimum of 30 polymorphic 191 sites. Next, we averaged these r 2 values with Z nS (Kelly, 1997) in non-overlapping 1 192 kb windows. Z nS is the average pairwise LD over all variant sites in a given region, 193 defined as follows:
Where S is the set of polymorphic sites in the region of interest, i and j correspond 195 to a pair of variant sites within S, and r 2 i,j is the square of the correlation coefficient 196 (r 2 ) between the two loci. Like r 2 , Z nS values range from 0 to 1, with 0 representing 197 linkage equilibrium while a value of 1 indicates complete association. To then visualize 198 broader spatial trends of LD, we then fit a hidden Markov model with three states 199 to Z nS scores over the mating type locus using the R package depmixS4 (Visser and 200 Speekenbrink, 2010).
201
Identification, alignment, and analysis of coding sequence polymorphism. We 202 identified pairs or shared genes from the MT locus alleles using a multi-faceted 203 approach. Firstly, we used the gene IDs present in the genome annotation of C. 204 reinhardtii reference v5.3 (Merchant et al., 2007) and the MT-sequence. For those 205 genes that were not paired based on gene ID, we performed a reciprocal best BLAST 206 using BLASTn and incorporated shared pairs not already included. Lastly, we 207 resolved a small number of shared pairs using the definitions provided in Table S4 of based on their translated amino acid sequence using MUSCLE v3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004) and then back translated each to its original nucleotide sequence. All alignments 218 were visually inspected to ensure accuracy. We masked regions where meaningful 219 alignment was impossible, likely due to large insertion/deletion events. Alignments 220 and alignment edits are available at https://github.com/aays/2019-mt-locus. 221 For each alignment, we calculated population genetic statistics for MT-strains, 222 MT+ strains, and all samples combined. For individual MT groups and MT -limited 223 genes, we excluded sites with fewer than 8 called alleles, while for genes shared across 224 both mating type alleles we excluded sites with fewer than 12 alleles called. Within 225 coding sequence, we estimated genetic diversity as θ π for 0-and 4-fold degenerate 226 sites for each MT grouping. We also summarized genetic differentiation within and 227 between MT alleles using F ST , as well as the number of shared, MT -private and 228 fixed differences. We also calculated the above population genetic statistics from the 229 same sample groups for genes outside the MT locus where recombination is assumed 230 to be present.
231
Population genetic consequences of recombination rate variation. We then used 232 our Z nS scores to investigate the effect of recombination on mating type evolution.
233
First, to examine the effects of recombination on divergence between MT alleles, 234 we computed F ST in non-overlapping 1 kb windows over the shared regions of the 235 MT locus, and compared these windowed estimates to the windowed Z nS values 236 described above.
237
To then investigate whether recombination affects selection efficacy over the MT 238 locus, we computed the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous diversity (π N /π S ) 239 and Z nS over the coding sequences of each shared gene. π N /π S values below 1 are 240 indicative of purifying selection, with smaller values suggesting greater selection 241 efficacy.
242
To test for an effect of recombination on GC-content evolution, either due to 243 selection or GC biased gene conversion, we calculated the GC content of 4-fold 244 degenerate sites (GC4) in MT -limited and shared genes. Outside of coding sequence, we calculated the GC content of shared sites annotated as intron or intergenic using 246 the MT+ reference sequence, to which the alignments were oriented. In MT -limited 247 regions, the GC content of intron and intergenic sites was calculated with respect to 248 annotations from the corresponding mating type.
249
LD-based analyses of organelle inheritance. To assess leakage in organelle in-250 heritance, we calculated inter-chromosomal LD between each organelle and mating 251 type limited-genes from the corresponding mating type. First, the GATK program
252
HaplotypeCaller was used to generate mating type-separated VCF files containing 253 either of MT+ individuals and MT-individuals. A Python script using PyVCF-0.6.8 254 was used to compute Lewontin's D' statistic (Lewontin, 1964) between organelle 255 genomes and corresponding mating type-specific markers: mta1 and fus in the case 256 of the MT+, and mtd1 and mid with the MT-. The D' statistic normalizes values 257 of D between loci, such that a value of 1 always represents complete linkage.
258
In addition to organelle-to-mating type comparisons, intra-region D' was calcu- Team, 2018) using the tidyverse suite of packages (Wickham, 2017) . 1.00 0 500,000 1,000,000 1,500,000 2,000,000 2,500,000 3,000,000 position on chromosome 6 (bp) Z nS Figure 1 : Variation in Z nS over chromosome 6. Each point represents LD in a 1 kb window of shared sequence across both MT alleles. A hidden Markov model with three states was fit to the data to better visualize spatial trends; states are represented with point colouration. Gene conversion between MT alleles in shared genes is expected to reduce allelic 284 differentiation. To test this prediction, we calculated F ST over shared regions in 1 285 kb windows and examined its relationship with Z nS . We find a strong relationship 286 ( Fig. 3 , R 2 = 0.534, p < 2.2 × 10 −16 ), suggesting recombination via gene conversion 287 is an effective mode to homogenize genetic variation between MT alleles.
288
Genes with higher recombination rates exhibit higher selection 289 efficacy and GC content 290 Recombination reduces interference between selected sites (Hill-Robertson effects) 291 and thus improves the efficacy of selection to fix beneficial and purge deleterious 292 mutations Robertson, 1966, Felsenstein, 1974) . Hill-Robertson effects result 293 in a net reduction in linked neutral diversity due to either background selection or 294 selective sweeps. Thus, we expect nucleotide diversity (π) in shared genes to be 295 higher than that of MT -limited genes, which we found to be the case (π in shared 296 genes = 0.0168, pi in MT+ genes = 0.0037, π in MT-genes = 0.0022). We also find 297 that π in each mating type correlates negatively with Z nS , suggesting that genes that 298 undergo more recombination exhibit reduced effects of selection at linked sites (Fig. 299 3a; MT+: R 2 = 0.134, p = 0.016; MT-: R 2 = 0.187, p = 0.0047). Mean π in MT (π 300 = 0.0168) is about half of autosomal diversity (∼ 0.03, Flowers et al. 2015) though 301 MT+ diversity is about half of MT-diversity (MT+ π = 0.0065, MTπ = 0.0112).
302
To then test whether genes with higher recombination rates undergo more efficient 303 purifying selection, we calculated both the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous 304 diversity (π N /π S ) as well as Z nS in the coding regions of both shared and MT -limited 305 genes in the MT locus. π N /π S almost always ranges from 0 to 1, with lower values 306 suggesting more efficient selection; values above 1 are rare, and instead suggest that 307 balancing selection may be acting to preserve nonsynonymous diversity.
308
Here, weighting by the number of sites in each gene, we find a weakly positive 309 relationship between Z nS and π N /π S , suggesting that regions of higher recombination 310 also show more efficient selection (Fig. 3b , R 2 = 0.106, p = 0.043). This result 311 excludes two genes, MT0796 and 522915, which showed extreme values of π N /π S
312
(1.85 and 3.35 respectively); including these outlier genes makes the fit marginally 313 nonsignificant (R 2 = 0.094, p = 0.051) but the direction of the relationship remains 314 the same. 315 We next examined whether recombination rate affected GC content in shared 316 genes. Either or both of GC-biased gene conversion or selection on base composition 317 are expected to drive increases in GC content in regions of higher recombination.
318
Here, we calculated GC content at intronic, intergenic, and four fold degenerate sites 319 (GC4) in 1 kb windows across shared regions, and found a significant but very weakly 320 negative relationship between GC content and Z nS (R 2 = 0.023, p = 0.00028, slope = −0.048). To examine how selection efficacy in MT -limited and shared genes compares to 325 that of autosomal genes, we then calculated π N /π S for 100 randomly sampled 326 genes from chromosome 6 in addition to a further 100 randomly selected autosomal 327 genes from across the remainder of the genome. Across the four annotations (MT -328 limited, shared, chromosome 6, and autosomal), a Kruskal-Wallis test showed no 329 significant differences in π N /π S (χ 2 = 2.623, p = 0.454) indicating that selection 330 efficacy in shared MT genes is similar to that of non-MT genes. While this result 331 also surprisingly suggests no significant difference in selection efficacy between MT -332 limited genes and autosomal genes, this comparison is likely underpowered by the 333 fact that there are only 7 MT -limited genes in MT as compared to 51 shared MT 334 genes included in our analysis. 335 We repeated the above analysis for GC4 across the four annotations of interest, 336 but using our estimates of GC4 in 1 kb windows instead of genic values. Here, a Kruskal-Wallis test showed significant differences in GC4 (χ 2 = 15.75, p = 0.0013).
Subsequent paired Wilcoxon rank-sum tests showed that only differences in GC4 339 between shared genes and autosomal genes (both chromosome 6 and the randomly 340 sampled dataset) were significantly different (p = 0.016 and p = 0.00098 for shared-341 chromosome 6 and shared-autosomal, respectively), with GC4 in shared genes higher 342 in both cases. Interestingly, GC content levels for the MT -limited genes MID 343 and FUS1 were drastically lower than the remainder of the MT locus and the C.
344
reinhardtii genome as a whole (MID GC4 = 0.526, FUS1 GC4 = 0.396), despite the 345 overall similarities seen in GC4 between shared and MT -limited regions ( To test for evidence of leakage in uniparental organelle inheritance, we calculated for selection on MT genes. We show that recombination rate predicts the degree to 374 which shared regions have differentiated across MT haplotypes, and that genes with 375 higher recombination rates exhibit greater selection efficacy against deleterious alleles.
376
Furthermore, we use patterns of LD breakdown to show evidence for biparental 377 inheritance of the chloroplast genome but not the mitochondrial genome.
378
Over the MT locus, we observe strongly elevated LD in the R domain, while LD 379 in the flanking T and C domains resemble autosomal levels (Fig. 1) . The pattern we 380 show is expected, given that the T and C domains are highly syntenic while the R 381 domain contains inversions and autosomal translocations (Ferris and Goodenough, 382 1994 , Ferris et al., 2002 , De Hoff et al., 2013 , resulting in recombination suppression 383 (Charlesworth, 1994 , Wright et al., 2016 . Although LD is elevated in the R domain, it is noteworthy that Z nS is below 1 and comparable to other regions of chromosome chromosomes (Wright et al., 2014) , fungal mating type loci (Menkis et al., 2010, Sun the effect of gene conversion on selection efficacy in these regions has not yet been 444 investigated.
445
Theoretical models predict reduced recombination between haploid sex chromo-446 somes if different sexes undergo differing selective pressures (Immler and Otto, 2015) , 447 such as in anisogamous systems. The MT locus of V. carteri, for instance, is five times 448 larger than C. reinhardtii MT, more differentiated, and also carries more sex-specific 449 genes (Ferris et al., 2010) . Differentiation between the V. carteri MT alleles likely 450 occurred after the transition to anisogamy (Hiraide et al., 2013 , Hamaji et al., 2018 , 451 suggesting that selection for recombination suppression followed the appearance of 452 selective pressure on sex-specific traits. Thus, given our findings that gene conversion 453 is a strong predictor of both selection efficacy and differentiation levels across C.
454
reinhardtii MT, we argue reduced gene conversion plays an important role in the 455 accumulation of heteromorphism and eventual degeneration in anisogamous systems.
456
Taken together, our results suggest that in isogamous systems lacking secondary 457 sexual characteristics, recombination plays an important role in reducing MT differ-458 entiation as well as degeneration through less efficient selection. Although suppressed 459 recombination is necessary in many mating type loci to facilitate sexual reproduction 460 and sequester sex-specific genes, there is less pressure to differentiate these regions 461 than in the sex chromosomes of anisogamous systems, thus circumventing the de-462 generation characteristic of sex chromosomes. Evidence of degeneration is restricted 463 to MT -limited genes in C. reinhardtii, which we show exhibit low diversity and less 464 effective selection. In addition to C. reinhardtii, other isogamous algae also show 465 very low levels of differentiation in shared regions (Hamaji et al., 2016 (Hamaji et al., , 2018 Table S1 : Field strains of C. reinhardtii used in this study. All strains were obtained from the Chlamydomonas Resource Center (chlamycollection.org). Mating types of MT-strains CC-3059 and CC-3062 are mislabelled as MT+ on the Resource Center website, and are instead MT-individuals (R.J. Craig, personal communication)
